Vizsafe’s patented Geoaware® Network delivers proven services for incident reporting, mapping and real-time visual communications, enabling smart and more responsive communities globally.
alerts from sensor networks
stream live from private camera networks and 18,000 traffic cameras
live user and asset tracking

Vizsafe Geoaware Platform
aggregates, categorizes, maps and distributes data

ACHIEVE REAL-TIME SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
provides command, field, operational and emergency resources
real-time visual information sharing and GoLive™ video broadcast streaming
indoor and outdoor mapping provides common operating picture
mobile communications & incident management
enhanced situational awareness for all

ENGAGE THE PUBLIC AS A FORCE-MULTIPLIER
crowdsource risk insight from the public, residents, visitors, or fans
receive on-scene photo, video and text intelligence
add ‘eyes and ears’ to your internal resource teams
engage those you serve in community safety and security
lower risk and improve response
PROVEN EFFECTIVENESS

Vizsafe has been demonstrated as a vital asset in reducing risk and improving real-time communications for some of the world’s most valuable organizations:

- law enforcement agencies
- public safety organizations
- sports and entertainment venues
- convention centers
- shopping malls
- universities
- utilities infrastructure
- smart cities

"Vizsafe has added a new level of productivity and efficiency to our security management as a powerful security and public safety force multiplier."

Director of Security

"We can also easily send reports from the mobile app with photos or videos to be reviewed in our Dispatch Center or directly to our command staff as needed. Having all of this information mapped and displayed in real-time has proven to be a great resource."

Deputy Chief

"Vizsafe improves our situational awareness and enables us to address issues immediately and with the right resources."

COO
Vizsafe Geoaware Platform is Software-as-a-Service

can be accessed from any mobile device or web browser

Maximize your existing technology investments

can be accessed from any mobile device or web browser

Leverage existing workflows

We are proud to have been awarded SAFETY Act Designation by the U.S. Department of Homeland of Security, supporting mission critical safety, security, facility and risk management applications.

Our app is FirstNet listed, providing America's first responders and the public safety community with a proven technology needed to protect the communities in which they serve.